
ST-51A Loop Powered 
Isolator

The RC Systems Co. Inc. Model ST-51A Loop Powered 
Isolator is designed to eliminate problems often encountered 
when terminating field current loops to control room 
instrumentation. A chopper amplifier and inductive coupling 
transformer provide complete electrical isolation, eliminating 
ground loops and protecting control room devices from noisy 
transients and high fault condition voltages.

RC Systems has engineered and manufactured industrial electronic products for the instrumentation 
industry since 1979. As critical alarm monitoring experts, we specialize in interfacing various sensors and 
analyzer devices to our alarm and display products. Our products are known for their reliability, performance, 
and ease of use for applications where maintenance and safety are crucial. Some of these applications include 
fixed and temporary ambient gas detection as well as numerous other multi signal monitoring applications. 
In addition, we provide various solutions for hard wire or wireless systems. Our wireless monitoring ability/
strategy continues to provide recognized solutions for countless customers worldwide.

FEATURES

— Provides continuous 1500 volt CMV isolation   
 between input and output current loops.

— Provides an isolated current analog output   
 capable of driving 20mA through a 750 load. 
— Derives all operating power from the input   

 current loop.

— Contributes less than 1.75 volts of additional   
 loop voltage drop.

— Requires no calibration.

— High density DIN rail mount enclosure is less   
 than 1 inch wide.

— No complicated calibration procedure to carry  
 out.

— Easy to install.

— Standard ST-51A packaging is a general   
 purpose plastic housing designed for high   
 density DIN rail mounting. NEMA 4X and   
 Explosion-Proof packaging is optional.

ST-51A 



8621 Highway 6, Hitchcock, TX 77563

Tel: (409) 986-9800  Fax: (409) 986-9880
www.rcsystemsco.com

SPECIFICATIONS

SIGNAL INPUT
4-20mA 

SIGNAL OUTPUT
4-20mA into a maximum 750 ohm load

LOOP VOLTAGE DROP
1.75 volts maximum, 1.5 typical; plus the drop across the
isolated load

PROTECTION
250mA forward, .5 amp reverse

ACCURACY
±.1% of full scale

TEMPERATURE RANGE
-20 - 60 degrees C

TEMPERATURE DRIFT
.02% per degree C over the ambient temperature range

ISOLATION
1500 volt continuous CMV isolation

HOUSING
51-53 ST-51 loop powered isolator in din rail housing (DN)

ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
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TYPICAL INSTALLATION
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All Dimensions in Inches

Representative: C A Briggs Company - 632 Davisville Road - Willow Grove, PA  19090 
Phone: 215-784-9250 - Fax: 215-784-0611 - E-Mail: Sales@cabriggs.com - www.cabriggs.com 


